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FEATURES

-  Connect, control and synchronise multiple production 
line devices

-  Scalable device automation solution

-  Remotely connect to and control inkjet coders, laser 
markers, labellers, vision inspection systems, barcode 
scanners and more 

-  Eliminate device synchronisation errors with a single 
point of data entry

-  Operator control panel can initialise and update change 
in product instruction on individual devices, multiple 
device clusters and multiple production lines 

-  Print data can be supplied over network from an 
enterprise database

-  Production counts, tracking and status data can be 
locally reported and/or synchronised with enterprise 
applications. Link live to ERP/MRP platforms

-  Multiple layered access, operator level control, 
supervisors and managers each have task specific tools 

-  Remote monitoring. Devices report status in real time 
alerting when milestones are reached or attention 
is required to certain maintenance tasks. Remote 
dashboard, email, sms etc

-  Customised connection and behaviour environments. 
Single or multiple devices in any arrangement

-  Unlimited production line scalability across multiple 
production areas or plants

Modernised packaging lines consist of multiple 
independent systems for product coding, package 
labelling and inspections processes. With multiple 
operator control panels requiring settings and 
program changes regularly there is a risk of errors 
being made that could lead to costly recall or 
rework. Nexus provides the solution by connecting 
all the device control systems over network to a 
single control point for synchronisation, print data 
management and reporting. 

NEXUS PACKAGE CODE MANAGEMENT
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Nexus automates the scheduling of product labeling,  
Multiple production runs are queued up ready to be auto 
loaded when production targets are reached.

Comprehensive production reports are produced. Details including 
total carton and pallet count are recorded for management reports  
or real time transfer to ERP/MRP systems.

Nexus Dashboard gives visibility to the status of each 
line and each line device. System alerts, active state and 
condition reports are shown in real time.
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HITACHI UX SERIES INKJET PRINTERS

FEATURES

-  Use of cartridge-type ink and makeup makes the 
printer easier to use, more convenient, and more 
resource saving

-  Reduced Makeup consumption

-  Multiple line printing: 6-line printing is now available

-  User interface provides a variety of features

-  Strengthened compatibility with network, improving 
compatibility with host system

Use of cartridges-type ink and makeup makes the printer easier 
to use, more convenient, and more resource saving. Icons on 
the screen indicate amount of residue and time for replacement. 
Easier and quick ink replacements avoids getting your hands 
dirty or ink spillage. The ink and makeup cartridge bottles can 
be used right up to the last drop.  

HITACHI UX -E pictured below.

Hitachi is the leading manufacturer of industrial continuous inkjet printer products used for marking and coding in 
different packaging applications in the marketplace. The industrial continuous inkjet printers deliver state-of-the-art 
technology and advanced features to enable high-speed marking and coding operations.

Hitachi industrial inkjet printers support end user’s track and traceability requirements via date code, expiration, 
and barcode serialization on any product-packaging surface. The Hitachi inkjet printer technology also allows non-
contact printing flexibility to mark on rough, uneven, or varied surfaces from any direction.
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PANASONIC LASER MARKING SYSTEM

The handheld touch panel allows you to adjust line parameters 
during production to ensure correct marking. Our fume exhaust 
systems prevent smoke and particles from contaminating the laser 
optics and protect operators and machine parts from hazardous 
gases that may develop during marking.

The high performance LP-400 series is the flagship 
of the Panasonic CO2 laser marker line. Featuring 
super high speed marking up to 710 characters per 
second, and a powerful 30 watt laser, the LP-400 
series is adaptable to various applications, allows for 
multiple installation options and comes with a user-
friendly, intuitive user interface. 

FEATURES

Clear code marking on packaging Panasonic laser maker 
is suitable for marking

- Plastics

- Paper

- Glass

Packaging of all types can be coded with data for date 
and batch numbering. 

Panasonic laser marking system

- On the fly laser marking of products 

-  High speed and high power, 30 watt, 20 watt and  
10 watt models

-  CO2 and FaYb laser models available for marking 
coated papers, timber, and even metals

-  10.6um and 9.3um available for general marking and 
PET bottle applications

-  Rotating head design permits most flexible mounting 
options. Tower model available for space saving 
installation
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HSAJET MINI KEY/MINI TOUCH/TIPC

MINI-KEY INKJET PRINTER

-  Compact all in one printer with graphical display
-  1 or 2 print head model can be used for print height 

maximum of 25mm
-  Mini-Key print designs can be made on you PC 

and transferred to the unit by USB key or ethernet 
connection

-  Print cartridge is HP type with resolution up to 
600dpi possible 

-  Special inks are available for printing on paper, 
plastics and other materials 

MINI-TOUCH

-  Mini touchscreen printer with powerful features
-  1 or 4 print heads can be connected and used to 

print on multiple product sides
-  Mini-touch print designs can be made on you PC 

and transferred to the unit by USB key or ethernet 
connection

-  Print cartridge is HP type with resolution up to 
600dpi possible

-  Special inks are available for printing on paper, 
plastics and other materials

-  Modular compact design allows for many 
customised installation options

-  Very high speed printing is possible up to 350mpm. 
Suitable for small and large character printing

-  Remote control using TCP or RS232

TIPC TOUCHSCREEN INDUSTRIAL PRINT 
CONTROLLER

-  Full 15inch screen graphical touch screen system. 
Touchscreen design can be user configured for 
specific application needs

-  Can connect and control up to 16 HP type print 
heads

-  Multiple side product printing with multiple input 
triggers

-  Database management and printing
-  Supports printing barcodes in 1D and 2D with all 

common formats supported
-  Can connect and control up to 16 HP type or  

4 x 70mm print heads

The HSAjet inkjet printer range offers high resolution 
printing using thermal and Piezo drop on demand 
print technologies. Coding & marking are made simple 
and fast, as they are compact printer with integrated 
printheads, ideal for integration in packaging lines.
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All HSA software solutions provide the features needed for their 
respective markets; examples include database connectivity, 
vision system control and unique serialisation capability. All HSA 
software solutions provide an easy to use, intuitive design.



VALENTIN THERMAL TRANSFER CODER
FEATURES

-  Printing dates, codes, batch data, product descriptions, 
barcodes, nutritional data direct on flexible films

-  Integrates into vertical and horizontal bagging systems

-  Print width options of 53mm, 107mm, 128mm

-  Operates in intermittent and continuous motion mode

-  Connect and control by serial, USB, ethernet, or 
centronics interface

-  Support for all common fonts, barcodes and graphic 
formats

-  German designed and manufactured

-  Accepts ribbon rolls up to 900mtrs

-  300dpi at up 800mm sec

Designed and built in Germany, Valentin direct print 
systems are perfectly suited to marking in real time 
on flexible packaging. High quality marking for 
the food, pharmaceutical, confectionery and fresh 
produce industries.
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The comprehensive range of thermal transfer coders for marking 
flexible packaging materials, flat cartons, pouches, bags and other 
flat materials. All models will print text in any point size and font, 
barcodes, 2D codes and detailed graphics at 300dpi resolution.

BEST BEFORE
30 MAY 16
7569

USE BY
08/12/2015

07:47

05/09/15
0721   K  DL02
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HM SYSTEMS LINERFREE BARCODE LABELLER
FEATURES

-  Reduces CO2 emission and operating costs

-  No backing paper - no waste - 100% use of all paper

-  60% more paper on rolls = 60% longer operating time

-  Environmentally friendly as no silicone waste is created

-  Pint and apply barcode labels on single and adjoining 
carton sides

-  Many different label lengths on the same roll

-  Fewer and faster change of label rolls

-  Increased efficiencies due to fewer roll changes

-  50% longer life on print heads

-  Reduces cost for label stock

-  Flexible - can be used for top, bottom, side and wrap-
around applications

The environmentally friendly labelling solution 
reducing CO2 emission, increasing efficiency and 
flexibility. It simultaneously eliminates waste and 
waste handling and reduces overall labelling costs.

The HM Linerfree Labeller is a compact machine that can be attached 
to an existing production conveyor. It can be easily connected to your 
existing PC. Updates are made to the print driver where all of the 
existing label templates and data files could be utilised.

Optional wrap roller wrap to the label 
around the corner for adjoining panel 
labelling. Label length up to 350mm can 
be accommodated on the applicator 
and the label size can be changed on 
the fly with no tooling changes required 



APPLICATION EXAMPLES INCLUDE

-   Bottle caps not fitted correctly or missing

-   Mismatching labels applied front and back on a 
container

-  Missing, illegible or incorrect date codes

-  Short fill heights in clear packaging

-  Detection of defects such as dents, scratches or 
stains

-  Verification of barcodes both 1D and 2D

-  Verification of human readable text using OCR/OCV
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VISION INSPECTION SYSTEMS

The unique cutaway housing for the vision components 
provides an effective mounting design, provides 
environmental protection and helps to constrain the overall 
footprint of the structure.

Using the latest modular vision camera and 
controller options available custom applications can 
be addressed. Inspection and reject on existing 
conveyor lines or production machines is possible. 
Visy Technology Systems application specialists will 
tailor a system to achieve the outcome you seek.

FEATURES

-  Fully integrated system featuring conveyor, camera 
sensors, lighting tunnel and reject system

-  Can vision inspect up to 6 product sides

-  Stainless steel construction with TFT vision control 
panel built in

-  Inspect and reject products with faulty or 
mismatched labels, incorrect packaging, misplaced 
or missing seals or caps, product size defects etc

-  Check for the presence and validity or barcode and 
date codes including OCR and OCV functions



l a b e l i n g  m a d e  e a s y
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LABEL-AIRE LABELLING SYSTEMS
FEATURES

-  3138-NV Tamp blow print and apply system for 
barcode labelling. Heavy duty solution for industrial 
applications

-  Suitable for labelling cartons, products and pallets with 
GS1 spec trade unit barcodes and SSCC labels

-  Options for dual panel labelling, long reach pallet 
labelling, wrap labels

-  Supports SATO and CAB range of print engines with 
printing speed up to 16ips

-  Inline Series 5100 has round product labelling of 
single and multiple labels. Square or rectangle shape 
container multiple side products labelling

-  Applicator options for wipe and wrap around label

-  PLC controlled VFD with speeds up to 50mpm

-  Fully integrated solution consisting of conveyor, frame, 
labeller mounts, labellers and control system

-  All stainless steel construction with modular addition 
of feed screws, wrap belts, Vision systems and date 
coders

Building labelling systems in California for over 
40 years Label-Aire offers a range of products to 
address nearly every application. From decorative 
label applicators for primary packaging to print and 
apply of barcode labels on outer cartons Label-Aire 
has a solution. 

LABEL-AIRE LINE OF LABEL APPLICATORS

3015 Compact wipe on applicator. Can be 
converted from left to right hand configuration.
3111 Blow on label applicator for high speed non 
contact labelling.
3114 Tamp / Blow application of labels.

Inline Series 5100 pictured.

There are a variety of accessories for labeling systems & 
labeling equipment that provide customers with splicing 
capabilities, which reduce operator intervention and increase 
labeling system efficiency and throughput.



CAB A+ ACCESSORIES

TAMP APPLYAPPLICATOR STAND
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 CAB LABEL PRINTERS

These new thermal printers are available with a range of plug 
and play accessories, and feature thermal transfer or thermal 
direct printing, an internal and external label re winder, easy 
adjustment of print-head, both left and right label margins; and 
a ribbon retainer with three-part tightening axles for fast and 
easy ribbon exchange.

Since 1975 cab has been setting new technological benchmarks in developing and manufacturing devices and 
systems for product labelling. Customers from the manufacturing and service industries and trade all benefit directly 
from our expertise as the innovation leader in the market. Sophisticated customer demands, customer specific 
solutions and growth with our partners shape tomorrow‘s products. 

CAB EOS SERIES  

The modern EOS Series uses cutting-edge 
technology that’s exceptionally easy to use and 
is a cost-effective solution for printing labels in 
production, logistics, and retail.

It’s touchscreen makes it easy to call up existing 
labels, add data and print them off – all without 
being connected to a PC. Complete labels can 
be saved to a USB memory stick or the internal 
memory of the EOS printer.

CAB A+ SERIES 

The professional industrial label printers are applied 
within a broad application range. Our ultimate 
ambitions while developing were easy handling 
and highest reliability. Print mechanism and chassis 
are made of first-class materials and are perfectly 
harmonised in their form and function. 

No matter how special the customer requirement might 
be: due to the extensive periphery and software nearly 
every requirement can be realised. Whether stand-
alone operation, PC-application or mains operated: 
every A+ is the solution – any time! 



Victoria: 
Building N,
13 Reo Crescent,
Campbellfield, VIC 3061

New South Wales: 
11A Ferndell Street
Granville,  
NSW 2142

South Australia: 
Unit 9,  
2-8 Gray Street, 
Kilkenny, SA 5009

Queensland: 
Unit 1, 
142 Benjamin Place, 
Lytton, QLD 4178

Visy Technology Systems. Call 1800 634 569 or visit visytech.com

VISY TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS SUPPORT & CONSUMABLES
Consumables

Manufacturing many inkjet inks and solvents locally Visy 
can offer users savings when compared to imported 
products. We stock many types of inks and solvents for 
most major brands and printer models.

Labels and ribbons of all shapes and sizes are available. 
Direct thermal and thermal transfer labels are die cut and 
supplied on rolls. Roll diameters and core sizes to suit all 
types of label printer are available.

Services and Parts

Providing a 24 hour 7 day technical support service Visy 
Technology System is your uptime reliability partner 
around the clock. Our fully equipped field service 
team is available to respond to planned programmed 
maintenance visits and reactive service attention 
whenever it is required.

Visy Technology Systems provides a one stop shop for 
all inkjet printing and labelling systems requirements.

 Leading the way with the most Visy Technology 
Systems can satisfy all your identification systems 
requirements, from small single task printers to fully 
integrated end of line solutions.

 Visy Technology Systems has the product range and 
expertise to get the job done.


